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BECOME A WEALTHWISE INVESTOR 

Hi! I’m Kate Sheehan, Co-founder of Wealthwise Education.  

We hope you enjoyed our ebook – The 7 Keys to Wise Investing.  

To take you a little further on the road to a better financial future, we have detailed a 

little more about what it takes to be not just any investor, but a Wealthwise Investor. 

Trying to shift from Punter to Wealthwise Investor on your own is the stock market 

equivalent of jumping out of a VW Beetle into a Ferrari.   

You might remember what a punter looks like from our e-book. 

We would now like to show you a little bit more about what it really means to be a 
Wealthwise Investor.  
 
We want you to learn from our hard earned mistakes so you can avoid a lot of pain. 
 
We want you to avoid reactionary decisions and emotional investing. 
 
The methods we teach will improve your ability to stay safe, achieve good results and give you more confidence to invest directly in the markets.   
 
If you would like further information on the education David and I provide through Wealthwise Education, or you have any questions at all, don’t 
hesitate to contact us on +61.2.9488.9900. 

 

  Kate 
 

Wealthwise Education Pty Ltd 
PO Box 6094, Pymble  NSW  2073, Australia 
T:  +61.2.9488.9900  E:  info@wealthwiseeducation.com  
W:  wealthwiseducation.com 
Corporate Authorised Representative (281921) of Zodiac Securities Pty Ltd (AFSL 398350) 
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Why Wealthwise Education? 

As a leading stock market educator since 1997, we are committed to delivering high quality education to investors and traders. Since our 

formation, stock investors and traders have been leveraging from our expertise to improve their knowledge, skills and wisdom. 

We’ve been fortunate to travel to many countries and have been invited to share our knowledge with many investors via Sky Business, Australian 

Investors Association (AIA), Australian Shareholders Association (ASA), National Achiever’s Congress, TEC, and Robert Kiyosaki of ‘Rich Dad 

Poor Dad’ fame and Tony Robbins. 

Our methodology and teaching style has been honed over the years to transfer this skill set to our clients in the best possible way. 

We’ll do everything we can to improve your skills in the areas of Fundamental & Technical Analysis and also Risk Management.   

Save Money.  Save Time.  Improve Lifestyle.  
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10 Steps to become a Wealthwise Investor 

1. Know the Rules of the Game 

 

Wealthwise Investors understand how the stock market works and have the key skills and resources necessary to come out on top.  The 

mind shift required to become a Wealthwise Investor is not how you can find 10,000 hours to become a professional, it’s simply to focus on 

how can you learn the few key rules that will keep you safe, independent and profitable in the markets.   

The fastest way to become a Wealthwise Investor is to have an experienced stock market 

educator teach you the rules of the game.  Someone who can teach you:  

 the things to watch out for,  
 a simple way of understanding a company’s financial reports,  
 to determine trend directions,  
 to identify entry and exit signals on a stock chart.   
 

Someone who understands the complexities of the stock market and can show you in a 

professional and practical way how to use them to your advantage.   

2. Look at more stock charts 

Learning to read stock charts is much like learning to drive a car; even with the best 

instruction, there is no substitute for experience.  Here at Wealthwise, we will show you 

how to practise safely so it doesn’t matter if you stall the engine a few times or accidently 

turn on the headlights instead of the windscreen wipers, you won’t be causing an accident 

in the process of learning.  

You’ll be surprised how quickly your chart reading skills will improve your timing in the markets.  You’ll learn to identify trends, good times to 

buy, take profits and sell.                  

3. Don’t Chase a Stock 

Some investors will get the trend direction right but then they don’t optimise the timing of their purchase.  You need to be able to recognise a 

good entry signal and have the patience to wait for it. 

At Wealthwise, we not only teach you how to read all the signals, but also how to know when you’re making a good decision so that you can 

take advantage of the trend.  

https://wealthwiseeducation.com/about-us/#our-philosophy
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4. Know When a Trend is Changing 

Stock charts give investors warnings when a trend is about to change.  It’s just a matter of learning how to “read the signs.” Just like learning 

how to read and interpret street signs, you need to know how to read the signs when a trend has become ‘uncertain’ or may be changing 

direction. 

Wealthwise helps you learn how to spot those signs before they zip right by you.  

5. Set Clear Selection Criteria 

Most investors would benefit by establishing a detailed outline of high level criteria for purchasing and selling prior to ever placing an order so 

that they don’t get caught up in the emotional rollercoaster of investing. While this is largely based around cash flow and earnings due to their 

overwhelming impact on capital growth, we can help you determine your own criteria so that your buying decisions match your long term 

financial goals.  

6. Perform Research 

Smart investors seek out a variety of stock information from a variety of sources: from news, 

newsletter subscriptions stock software, business media and industry networks.  Wealthwise can point 

you in the right direction, helping you to understand the roles of each of these sources information play 

in the marketplace, and how to balance the information you gather from different sources so that you’ll 

make good decisions based on what’s right for you and your situation. 

7. Create a Watch List 

Generate a watch list of stocks that meet the specific criteria so that when opportunities arise, you can 

quickly take advantage.  Wealthwise helps you learn which criteria to include so you don’t miss out on 

good buying signals for healthy stocks. 

8. Develop a Capital Growth Check List 

Unlike Punters who base their decisions on hot tips or how good a story sounds, a key strength of Wealthwise Investors is their ability to 

objectively compare one stock with another.  They know this can’t be done without key criterion which drive capital growth and include: global 

markets, market sector, cash flow, debt and much more.  

Wealthwise helps you learn how to combine two key forms of analysis so you don’t miss out. 

https://wealthwiseeducation.com/courses/
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9. Set Goals 

Goals bring clarity.  The decisions made when investing in a stock or trading a stock are very different.  The pursuit of dividend returns for a 

share investment can look very different to the pursuit for capital growth.   Wealthwise helps you identify and apply strategies to help you 

achieve your financial goals. 

10. Develop the right habits   

The markets can be volatile, so the above habits are critical.   Remember learning 

to be a wise investor is an apprenticeship:  you’ll practice your new skills; you’ll 

take small actions, learn from your mistakes and take action again.  Your skills 

and confidence will grow.  

Sticking with the Wealthwise strategies may not be exciting like bungy jumping or 

parachuting but it will increase your chances of success dramatically.    

Remember, ultimately the goal is to stay safe, have long term success and gain 

the freedom that comes with financial security. 

  
Next Step:   
 
Take Action – If you would like to find out more about our stock market courses and 
services, we invite you to schedule a free telephone discussion. 
 
Call Wealthwise Education now +61.2.9488.9900  
 
or contact us via our website and we will call you back.  
 

 

Find out more now 

https://wealthwiseeducation.com/courses/invest-for-success/
https://wealthwiseeducation.com/courses/
https://wealthwiseeducation.com/courses/invest-for-success/
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What Stock Investors say about us: 

 
 

MAKE EDUCATED DECISIONS 

"I have been to many stock related courses over the years, but 

'Invest for Success' by far, has been the most comprehensive and 

the only one to empower me with the skills to make my own 

educated decisions." 

- J. Magnifico, Business Owner 

 

OPEN DOORS YOU DIDN’T KNOW EXISTED 

"No matter where you are up to in your 'financial journey', the 

knowledge you can gain from courses with Wealthwise Education, 

can make a huge difference to you. It will open the doors you 

didn't even know were there!" 

- S. Krause, Investor & Trader 

 

GREAT START TO FINANCIAL SECURITY 

"Great insight into the economy and an excellent foundation to 

start your path to financial security." 

- K. McKeachie, Microbiologist 

 

 

HONEST & OBJECTIVE STOCK MARKET EDUCATION 

"Great to get some detailed analysis on stocks. Good appreciation 

of the macro view. For honest and objective stock market 

education you need to get involved with David & Kate at 

Wealthwise." 

- T. Andrighetto, Business Owner 

 

YOU CAN’T AFFORD TO MISS OUT ON THIS EDUCATION 

“If you are thinking of investing in the market, you can't afford to 

exclude Wealthwise in your education mix. This course is 

invaluable in understanding the markets from a macro context." 

- M. Moses, Wool Broker 

 

GET YOUR LIFE BACK.  BE IN CONTROL! 

"It’s excellent to spend time with an expert who can demonstrate 

how to find value. Today reminded me why this is important 

knowledge – I want my life back and to be in control!" 

- D. Oliver 
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RISK MANAGEMENT WILL SAVE YOU 

“I encourage anyone looking to enter the market on whatever level or 

scale, to attend 'Invest for Success' to learn the necessary risk 

management skills prior to the inevitable losses through ignorance. I, 

and others I know, have suffered enormous losses through 

ignorance and lack of risk management. This is a 'must attend' for 

everyone." 

- L. Richardson, Real Estate 

 

IT’S WORTH IT 

"Don't get into the stock market unless you have done 'Invest for 

Success'! If you are already in the markets, stop and do the 

workshop - it's worth it." 

- M. Lane, Electrician 

 

‘LAYMAN’S TERMS AND EASY TO UNDERSTAND’ 

"Wealthwise Education teaches in layman’s terms and their courses 

are very easy to understand. If you want to start investing and 

trading the ASX and increase your wealth, talk to Wealthwise 

Education." 

- P. Hanlon, Storage & Transport 

 
 
More testimonials 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Look Now 
 

https://wealthwiseeducation.com/courses/
https://wealthwiseeducation.com/testimonials/
https://wealthwiseeducation.com/courses/invest-for-success/
https://wealthwiseeducation.com/courses/invest-for-success/
https://wealthwiseeducation.com/courses/invest-for-success/
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The good news is you can start turning yourself into a ‘Wealthwise Investor’ in just a weekend!  Here is how … 

 

‘Invest for Success’ (IFS) Workshop 

 
Our signature two day workshop is designed to expand your knowledge and skills so you can better profit and protect yourself in the stock market.  

We share our years of experience to improve your short and long-term rewards.   

 First, we’ll start off updating you on the current state of the global markets (the big, big picture) 

 Next, we’ll expand your Technical Analysis skills 

 Then, improve your Fundamental Analysis skills 

 Finally, we’ll give you rules and guidelines so you can manage your risk effectively. 

 

You will graduate from the workshop with more confidence, more knowledge and more skills (and saved yourself 

years of time and money!) 

You will:   
 
 know how to objectively tell a good investment from a bad   
 be able to resist the urge to get sucked into an emotional ‘hot tip’ which can adversely impact your capital growth   
 know how to protect yourself from investing in the stocks that fail our criteria   
 be able to take swift action and know good value when opportunities arise   
 have a strategic advantage over punters   
 know optimal times to buy and sell  
 be able to manage and reduce any risk very well   
 wiser and able to make informed decisions with confidence 

  

https://wealthwiseeducation.com/courses/invest-for-success/
https://wealthwiseeducation.com/courses/invest-for-success/
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Investor Education  Options Education    

Advanced Options Education   Mentoring 

 

Book Now 
 

https://wealthwiseeducation.com/courses/
https://wealthwiseeducation.com/courses/invest-for-success/
https://wealthwiseeducation.com/courses/invest-for-success/
https://wealthwiseeducation.com/courses/invest-for-success/
https://wealthwiseeducation.com/courses/invest-for-success/

